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Abstract
In this thesis, we focus on the problem of automatically generating LEGO models similar in
appearance to the given 3D digital models. Building 3D LEGO models manually requires
considerable trial-and-error even for small models. Even for experienced designers, it is not
easy to generate balanced and structurally strong LEGO models on a large scale. Our system
automatically generates a set of instructions for building balanced and structurally strong
LEGO models from 3D digital models, which could simplify the fabrication of LEGO models.
In our algorithm, we first voxelize the input 3D mesh into the smallest bricks which are
1 × 1 in size, and then hollow out the voxelized model in order to reduce the time and cost
of building the LEGO model. Secondly, we balance the object by adding the extra voxels
inside the voxelized and hollowed model. Then, we merge the voxels into larger bricks until
no further merging is possible. We prefer larger bricks because this reduces the brick count
and increases structural strength. Finally, we reduce the problem of improving structural
strength to improving connections between bricks. We use a graph to represent the connec-
tions symbolically. After that we find the badly connected parts and repair them by adding
extra bricks while keeping as close as possible to the original model in volume. After these
processes, we print out the set of instructions for building the LEGO model.
The user can control the scale of the built LEGO model by setting the resolution of vox-
elization. Our system can render LEGO models in both bricks and graph representations.
The user can choose the thickness of the shell of hollowing and view the model layer by
layer. The experimental results for both real and virtual models show that our algorithm can




Recently, the generation of 3D models for fabrication has attracted great interest from the
computer graphics community. The idea of moving creations from virtual space to physical
reality is intriguing. Usually the physical realization of 3D models is done by sophisticated
milling and rapid prototyping processes. However, these state-of-the-art technologies usually
require expensive equipment such as a laser cutter or 3D printer. On the other hand, the
famous LEGO brick construction system, which is comparatively cheap, could also be used
to generate physical versions of digital models. Thus, we focus on the fabrication of LEGO
models in this thesis.
Building 3D LEGO models manually, however, requires considerable trial-and-error even
for small models and it can be very cumbersome and time-consuming to generate balanced
and structurally strong LEGO models at a large scale even for experienced designers. As
such, the LEGO company has twice openly proposed the problem to the scientific community
in 1998 [1] and again in 2001 [2] specifically, "Given any 3D body, how can it be built from
LEGO bricks?". Because of the variety of types of bricks available and the multiple ways in
which an object can be built from these bricks, the problem then becomes intractable.
The LEGO construction problem can be treated as the area filling problem in three dimen-
sions which is considered to be NP-complete [1]. In order to solve it, we need to make some
reasonable assumptions and simplify the problem. The first assumption is to use bricks with
the same height. Under this assumption, we only consider one layer at a time and build the
model layer by layer. In this way, we transform the problem from three dimensions to two
dimensions. However, we can not just consider each layer separately and then join these sep-
arate layers together to build the final model, since it may lead to a LEGO sculpture that is
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not connected. Thus, we need to take into account the connections between layers. As there
are multiple ways to construct a LEGO model, we prefer "more stable" models [1], which are
made with larger bricks that have more knobs connected to each other.
Using this assumption, we can solve the problem as an optimisation problem. We minimise
the cost function of building the LEGO model to generate models with high connectivity. A
number of researchers have used techniques such as simulated annealing [1], evolutionary
algorithms [2], beam search [3] and cellular automata [4] to solve the optimisation problem.
However, minimising the cost function which represents the connectivity of bricks can not
ensure that the actual LEGO model is strong enough to stand without collapsing. We still
need extra work to explicitly consider the strength of the model. The first thing to consider
is making the whole model stand without falling down, or in other words, keeping the model
balanced. In addition, we need to make sure that there are no bricks that will break apart
from the rest of the model under the force and stress between bricks when we build the actual
LEGO model. Since the distribution of the force and stress between bricks depends on the
structure of the model, we need to investigate the actual structure of the model explicitly and
make sure the model is structurally strong.
Therefore, in this thesis we focus on the problems of constructing balanced and struc-
turally strong LEGO models.
Since balance is a basic requirement to make our LEGO model strong, we first make sure
that the model is balanced, or in other words, is in static equilibrium. That is, we consider
the weight of each brick and the gravity to ensure that the model can stand stably. As such,
we need to ensure that the projection of the center of mass of the LEGO model along the
gravity direction is inside the base of support. As we intend to use as few bricks as possible,
we hollow out the interior space. Thus, if the center of mass is not properly placed, we can
balance it by adding bricks inside the hollowed portion.
Secondly, we reduce the problem of ensuring the structural strength of the model to check-
ing the connectivity of each brick. As the LEGO model is built by joining different bricks to-
gether, the connections between bricks is likely to break, causing the part of the built model
to collapse. The ideal way to solve this problem is to analyse the force and stress between
bricks and then change the structure of the model to make it strong enough. However, physi-
cal analysis of the force and stress between bricks is quite complicated. Therefore, we will use
a graph to represent the actual connections between bricks symbolically and analyse these
structures to find the badly connected parts. Then repair them by adding extra bricks while
keeping as close as possible to the original model in volume. After these processes, we can
2





In order to solve the LEGO construction problem, Gower et al [1] gave a formulation of the
problem. Given the input 3D model, they first generated a legoised model, which could be
represented as a 3D matrix containing one in the places where unit-volume LEGO bricks
should be put and zeros where there should be empty spaces. Then the task became to make
an algorithm which took the legoised 3D model as input and produced a way of constructing
the model from actual LEGO bricks so that the model "stands" connected. As Gower et al [1]
stated, since there were more than one way of building any model of even quite small size,
they would seek "more stable" models which were made with bigger bricks and with bricks
that have more studs connected to other bricks. Under these assumptions, they formulated
the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem. They proposed a cost function which
represented the connectivity of bricks. Actually, the cost function was a map from the set of
all allowable brick configurations into the real numbers. They could decide whether a brick
placement was good or not by calculating the cost function.
After Gower et al [1] gave the formulation, there were many studies on solving the op-
timization problem. After giving the formulation, Gower et al [1] described a few methods
to optimise the cost function. One method was to use a pattern filling library. The library
would include the optimal placement of bricks for known primitive shapes. Therefore, they
could try to fill each layer with these primitive shapes and then find optimal solutions in the
library. As they mentioned, it should be careful when consecutive layers have the same size
as it would lead to an unstable and disconnected LEGO model if these layers were built in
the same way. Another intuitive method was using local search. That was, they would place
one or a few bricks at a time by searching through the possible brick placements for a small
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subregion. After dealing with one subregion, they would continue to find the next new sub-
region that overlapped with the previous subregion until the entire layer was filled. The next
method was by using simulated annealing, which they think was the most promising method.
They would first divide each layer of the LEGO model into smaller sized subregions and each
subregion was treated separately using simulated annealing. After that they would fill each
subregion with an arbitrary initial brick placement as the starting state and then iteratively
moved some small number of bricks and replaced them by a few new bricks. The simulated
annealing method would lead to near optimal solution for each subregion. Although they
suggested these methods to solve the optimisation problem, they did not implement and test
them. The second attempt used an evolutionary algorithm to solve the optimisation problem
[2]. They evaluated the performance of the evolutionary algorithm itself, but did not consider
whether the solutions could lead to constructable LEGO models or not. They also reported
that the required time for optimization was 5 to 11 hours. The next attempt used the beam
search technique, but they did not provide data for the experiment results [3]. After that, [4]
proposed an approach that was based on cellular automata and compared it with the exist-
ing methods. They used a merge and split method to generate the brick configurations. The
optimization time was about a few minutes.
However, all the methods described above did not consider the strength of the LEGO model
explicitly. They neither considered whether the result LEGO model could be balanced nor the
structural strength of the model to avoid collapse at the thin parts. Recently, [5] had proposed
a graph-based algorithm to explicitly explore the structure strength of the resulting LEGO
model. They reduced the problem of improving structural strength to improving connections
between bricks. They used graph to represent the connections between bricks symbolically
and then found the badly connected parts by analysing the graph. They defined the weak
articulation point to represent badly connected parts. After that they removed these weak
articulation points by changing the brick layout. However, for some specific input models,
there may still have disconnected components or thin regions where weak articulation points
cannot be removed by only changing the brick layout. To resolve this problem, the original
model need to be changed. However, since changing the original model would increase the
complexity of the LEGO construction problem, they didn’t attempt to solve it. Our work in
the thesis would solve this problem. We would improve the structure strength of the resulting
LEGO model while changing the original model. As there were multiple ways to change the
model, we would prefer a way that could remove all the weak articulation points while keeping
as close as possible to the original model in volume. We would also keep the model balanced
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as it was a basic requirement to make the resulting LEGO model strong. None of the previous
work considered the balance problem while solving the LEGO construction problem.
There were also plenty of studies on improving strength for other kinds of physical model
fabrications. The process of physical model fabrication was not straightforward, and it need
to follow several design constraints. A lot of recent papers tried to assist users in designing
models that would be physically sound after fabrication. [6] presented a system that would
perform real time simulation of the physics of a chair so that the users could visualize the
equilibrium or stability issues for the final models. [7] extended the principle of [6] and gave
suggestions for users to modify their current designs so that it would meet the requirements
of stability and durability. [8] proposed a method that iterated between carving and defor-
mation to reach equilibrium constraints. Their approach redistributed weights by jointly
optimizing for the interior and the surface shape of an object. They excluded the use of struts
or heavy pedestals to keep the shape as close as possible to the original model. In addition,
the structural analysis was also a well-studied subject in disciplines such as mechanical
engineering but the printability of virtual 3D objects was addressed only in a limited extent
within the context of Computer Graphics [9]. In general, the structural analysis problem can
be addressed by using methods that were based on shape optimization [10, 11], which modi-
fied the shape of the 3D object to minimize the objective function. However, this method was
computationally very expensive even for moderately simple 3D models. [12] proposed an au-
tomatic method to detect the structural issues for printed models. The method would check
whether the thin and thick parts were strong enough to support its attached parts by using
a set of basic geometric rules. [9] presented a system that could detect and correct the major
structural problems for 3D models before they were printed. They attempted to minimally
modify the models to reinforce its physical realization. They first detected the major print-
ability issues of the input 3D models by printability assessment. Then, they corrected the
model with three different approaches: thickening thin parts of the object, inserting struts to
support remaining excessive weight, and hollowing out parts to reduce the weight and stress
on certain parts. However, for all the methods mentioned above, we could not apply it to





As mentioned in the previous chapter, Gower et al [1] gave a formulation of the LEGO con-
struction problem. All the following studies including our work for the LEGO construction
problem was based on this formulation. Therefore, in this chapter we provide more details of
the problem formulation.
3.1 The LEGO problem description
The LEGO construction problem can be described as: given any 3D object, generate the
instructions to build a LEGO sculpture for that object.
In order to make the problem more precise, Gower et al [1] gave more detailed assumptions
about the problem:
• They assumed that they have a legoised representation of the real-world object as input.
The legoised representation was a 3D matrix that contained ones for spaces that con-
tained unit-volume Lego bricks and zeros for empty spaces. A unit-volume LEGO brick
was the smallest possible brick and has only one knob on the top for connection with
other bricks(see Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: The unit-volume LEGO brick
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• They only used the "family" LEGO bricks and LEGO DUPLO bricks as the legal bricks
to build the model. These permitted bricks’ dimensions were integer multiples of the di-
mensions of the unit-volume LEGO brick in each direction. Thus, each of the permitted
bricks can be replaced by several unit-volume bricks which were stacked together . The
use of DUPLO bricks can reduce the overall cost of the model, since DUPLO bricks were
larger and a few large bricks cost less than many small bricks. However, these DUPLO
bricks can only be connected to family bricks with even length and width.
• Since there were multiple ways in which an object can be built from these bricks, they
preferred "more stable" models. More stable models were models that were made with
larger bricks and with bricks that had more knobs connected to other bricks.
• They could also allow a few changes for the original model when building the actual
LEGO model. That was they could change the model by very small amounts if the
change could bring benefits to other aspects, such as increasing the strength.
• In order to reduce the time and cost of building the actual LEGO model, the object
should be hollowed out if the model was large enough.
• In the first stage, they could ignore the colour of the bricks to generate a monochromatic
LEGO model. But at the later stages, they should consider the colour of the outside of
the model.
• Finally, the algorithm should give an acceptable solution within a reasonable time. In
addition, the algorithm should be able to deal with large models, since the original
purpose of the program was to find a solution for building LEGO models which were
used in LEGO theme parks or at exhibitions for advertising purposes.
3.2 Simplified Approach
Even with these assumptions for the LEGO construction problem, it was still a large and
complicated problem. Therefore, it was still necessary to simplify it. Gower et al [1] gave more
detailed assumptions to simplify the problem:
• Don’t use DUPLO bricks. Although the use of DUPLO bricks could reduce the overall
cost of the model, it would increase the complexity of the problem, since DUPLO bricks
could only be connected to bricks that have even numbered lengths and widths and
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other bricks must also have a height of at least three unit-volume bricks to be connected
to a DUPLO brick.
• Only use bricks with the same height. In this way, they could transform the problem
from a three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional one. This could be achieved by
dividing the 3D model into different layers and only considering bricks one layer at a
time; building the model layer by layer.
• Keep the size and shape of the given legolised representation. Although changing the
inside of the legolised representation could potentially reduce the number of bricks used
and increase the stability of the model, determining where and how to change it and
what the global effects would be would increase the complexity. The purpose of them
stating this assumption was to reduce the complexity of the problem, but we would
consider changing the original shape to increase structure strength in this thesis.
3.3 Formulated as a combinatorial optimisation problem
After the assumptions and simplifications, Gower et al [1] used a cost function to represent
the overall structure for the LEGO model. Then they formulated the LEGO problem as a
combinatorial optimisation problem: minimise the overall cost function which mapped a finite
discrete set(the set of all possible brick configurations) into the real numbers .
To solve the combinatorial optimisation problem, they need to calculate a cost function to
decide whether a brick placement was good or not. The concept of "good" brick placements
come from the experience of the LEGO designers who play with LEGO. They assumed that
"the whole was not more than the sum of its parts" in this problem so that they can calculate
the overall cost function by adding up all the cost functions for individual bricks.
Figure 3.2: The yellow bricks are perpendicular to the blue bricks, which increases the sta-
blity and strength of the LEGO model.
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Figure 3.3: The blue and yellow bricks are the original bricks. Suppose we want to add the
red bricks above or below them and the red bricks form a T shape. Then we should align the
center of the red bricks with the boundary formed (as shown by the dashed line) between the
blue and yellow bricks.
Figure 3.4: The red brick must be centered on the vertical boundary which is indicated by
the dashed line and formed by the blue bricks to increase the stability.
3.4 The cost function
Although they could get the cost function by imitating the learning of humans through the
use of neural networks [13], it could make the problem too complicated. So, instead of using a
neural network, they made use of heuristics to calculate a cost function for the LEGO model.
The following heuristics were given by Gower et al [1] and the aim of these heuristics was
to help ensure a stable and connected LEGO model.
• Factor 1: A high percentage of the area of each brick should be covered, above and
below, by other bricks. This could help to increase the stability and also reduce the
number of bricks that were not attached to the LEGO model as much as possible.
• Factor 2: The use of larger bricks. Using larger bricks could not only increase the overall
stability and connections, but also reduce the cost of the LEGO model as a few larger
bricks costed less than many smaller bricks.
• Factor 3: Alternating directionality of bricks in consecutive layers. In this way, a brick
could connect to more bricks in the previous layer and this increased the stability and
strength of the LEGO model (see Figure 3.2).
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• Factor 4: A high percentage of the vertical boundaries of each brick should be covered
by bricks in the above and below layers. This heuristic tried to avoid a brick being placed
such that its boundaries matched the boundaries of bricks in the previous layer, which
would potentially generate an unconnected LEGO model.
• Factor 5: When either the short or the long side of the brick formed a T-shaped boundary
with its neighbouring bricks, the middle of the side should be placed at the boundary of
the neighbouring bricks(see Figure 3.3).
• Factor 6: If a brick covered a boundary of bricks in the previous lower layer, it should
be placed such that it was centered on the boundary(see Figure 3.4)
Figure 3.5: The yellow bricks are all the neighbouring bricks of the blue brick. The red brick,
although touching the corners of the blue brick, do not touch the sides and as such, are not
neighbouring bricks.
After giving the heuristics above, Gower et al [1] suggested using the following cost function:
P = C1P1 + C2P2 + C3P3 + C4P4 (3.1)
where Ci’s were weighting constants and Pi’s were described as follows:
• P1 corresponds to perpendicularity: This term was used to penalise the placement of
bricks which do not fit with factor 3 above.
• P2 relates to vertical boundaries: This term was used to penalise bricks which go against
factor 4 above.
Figure 3.6: The blue brick has a vertical direction and the yellow brick has a horizontal
direction while the red brick has horizontal and vertical directions
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Figure 3.7: The red lines are the vertical boundaries of the bricks.
• P3 relates to horizontal alignment: This was used to penalise bricks placed in a way that
do not fit with factor 5.
• P4 was used to favour the use of larger bricks explicitly which correspondences to factor
2.
Although factor 1 was important, there was not much they could do since they assumed that
the shape of the model was fixed.
In order to understand the heuristics more naturally, we need to introduce some termi-
nology which was from [14].
• Attached brick: if a brick is joined to at least one other LEGO brick in the LEGO model,
it is treated as an attached brick.
• Neighbouring bricks: The neighbouring bricks of a brick are those bricks that touch at
least one side of the brick directly and are within the same layer(see Figure 3.5).
• Brick direction: The direction of a brick depends on whether the brick is lying vertically
or horizontally when looked at from the top. The direction could be horizontal or vertical.
Rectangular bricks are defined to only have one direction while square bricks have both
horizontal and vertical directions(see Figure 3.6)
• Parallel and perpendicular bricks: If two bricks have the same direction then they are
parallel, otherwise they are perpendicular.
• Brick boundaries: The sides of a brick create a border which could distinguish the brick
from its neighbouring bricks when we look at it from the top. The lines that define the




In this chapter, we will describe our algorithm for automatically generating balanced and
structurally strong LEGO models which are similar in appearance to the given 3D digital
models. We first voxelize the input 3D model into the smallest bricks which are 1× 1 in size,
and then hollow out the voxelized model in order to reduce the time and cost of building the
LEGO model. Secondly, we balance the object by adding the extra voxels inside the voxelized
and hollowed model. Then, we merge the voxels into larger bricks until no further merging is
possible. We prefer larger bricks because this reduces the brick count and increases struc-
tural strength. Finally, we reduce the problem of improving structural strength to improving
connections between bricks. We use a graph to represent the connections symbolically. After
that we find the badly connected parts and repair them by adding extra bricks while keeping
as cloase as possible to the original model in volume. We will first give a brief description of
the general pipeline of our algorithm and then explain each step in more detail.
4.1 General pipeline
In this section, we give a brief description of the general pipeline of our solution. The steps
are the following:
• Step 1: Voxelize and hollow out. As in the previous work, we first represent the 3D
digital model as 1 × 1 LEGO bricks. We treat these 1 × 1 LEGO bricks as voxels and
call this process of transforming a 3D mesh representation into a discrete set of voxels
voxelization. In order to reduce the time and cost of building the actual LEGO model,
we hollow it out after the voxelization.
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• Step 2: Balance. As mentioned in the introduction, we would like to generate a stable
LEGO model. We will consider the weight of each brick and the gravity to check whether
the LEGO model could stand on its own without falling. If the center of mass of the LEGO
model is not inside the support region, then it is not balanced. In order to balance the
model, we add voxels inside the hollowed and voxelized model so that we can move the
center of mass into the support region. Since there are multiple ways to add voxels, we
try to find a way that can balance the model more quickly while using as few voxels as
possible.
• Step 3: Merge. After voxelization and balancing, we merge the voxels into bricks as large
as possible and within the legal brick sets until no further merging is possible. We prefer
using larger bricks because it will reduce the brick count and increase connectivity. As
in previous work, we use the cost function to decide how to merge so that we can
generate LEGO models with large connectivity.
• Step 4: Improve connections. After the merge step, we are still not sure whether the
LEGO model is completely and strongly connected or just weakly connected and even
disconnected. Therefore, we use a graph to represent the actual connections between
the LEGO bricks. We can easily check whether the model is completely connected by
observing the graph. If we find some bricks that should be connected to be separated,
we join them together by adding extra bricks. After that, we check whether the LEGO
model is weakly connected. To make it clearer, we first need to give a precise definition
for the weakly connected points. The definition should correspond to the actual weak
connected part of the real LEGO model. If we find the weak connected points inside the
LEGO model, we will repair it by adding extra bricks. The added bricks should be as few
as possible so that we can keep the original model as much as possible.
After these processes, we generate a constructable and structurally strong LEGO model. The
following sections explain each step in more detail.
4.2 Step 1:Voxelizing and hollowing out
For the voxelization part, we use the open source program called binvox [15] which reads a
3D model file and rasterizes it into a binary 3D voxel grid. The binvox uses the parity count
method and a slight variation of ray stabbing method described in [16].
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We should be careful about the choice of voxel resolution. A higher resolution can generate
a better approximation of the original model, but will cost more bricks and time to build the
model. A lower resolution may lead to the loss of thin parts. We can adjust and choose a
proper resolution in the binvox software.
For the hollowing out part, we first choose a shell size and then we just delete the inside
voxels such that their distances to the outside of the model in all six directions are larger
than the shell size. Figure 4.1 shows one layer of a hollowed Dinosaur with shell size 2 and
the voxelized result.
Figure 4.1: A hollowed out layer of the Dinosaur and the voxelization result
4.3 Step 2:Balancing
As stated previously, the model is balanced only when the center of mass is projected down
onto the support region. Otherwise, it can not stand on its own without falling. In order to
balance the model, we add voxels inside the hollowed and voxelized model to move the center
of mass into the support region.
We compute the center of mass of the model by calculating the average coordinates of
all the voxels. The projection along the gravity direction will be the x, y coordinates while z
represents the height of the center of mass. The support region is the convex hull of all the
voxels at the lowest layer that touches the ground. For example, in Fig 4.2, we get the support
region by computing the convex hull of all the voxels at the lowest layer.
In order to move the center of mass into the support region, we need to add extra voxels
inside the hollowed model. As there are multiple ways to add voxels, we try to find a way that
can balance the model more quickly while using as few voxels as possible.
As inspired by [8], when given the projection of the center of mass and the convex hull
of support region, we can get a few cut planes that could accelerate our balancing process.
As shown in Fig 4.3, for the plane p1 that goes through the edge e1 of the support region
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Figure 4.2: The support region is the convex hull of the lowest layer of a model
and is parallel to the direction of gravity, the center of mass and the support region are on
different sides of the plane. Even if we add a voxel on the side of the plane that contains the
center of mass, it will not help move the center of mass into the support region. However, if
we add voxels on the other half-space that contains the support region, it could potentially
move the center of mass closer to the support region. Therefore, we define the plane p1 as
the cut plane and we only consider adding voxels on certain sides of the cut plane. Using the
relative positions of the center of mass and support region, we can get all the cut planes. For
example, in Fig 4.4, the potential cut planes are p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 which correspond to all the
edges of the support region. Since the center of mass is on the side of p0, p1, p2 that do not
contain the support region, we define p0, p1, p2 as the cut planes. If the center of mass were
on the same side of the support region for all the potential cut planes, then we would know
that the center of mass must be inside the support region.
Figure 4.3: Example of cut plane at top view
In order to accelerate the balancing process, we choose the most significant voxel to add
every time. When there is only one cut plane, we choose the voxel that has the largest
distance to the cut plane such as in Fig 4.5, as it will generate the largest movement of
moving the center of mass closer to the cut plane. When there are a few cut planes, we
choose the voxel with the largest composed distance. In Fig 4.6, the composed distance is
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Figure 4.4: According to the relative position of center of mass and support region, we obtain
all the cut planes
dc = r0 × d0 + r1 × d1 + r2 × d2, where di is the distance from the voxel to the cut plane pi and
ri = ci/(c0 + c1 + c2) where ci is the distance from the center of mass to the cut plane pi. In
this composed distance, we consider the distances from the voxel to all the cut planes as our
goal is moving the center of mass to the other side of all the cut planes. In this way, we add
up all the distances di to form the composed distance dc. In addition, as whether the center
of mass is inside the support region or not depends on the largest distance from the center of
mass to all the cut planes, we give more priority to the cut plane that has a larger distance
to the center of mass. Since the larger ci is, the larger ri is as well, we use ri to weight each
distance di. In fact, the distance in the case of one cut plane is included in the composed





ri × di (4.1)





where ci is the distance from the center of mass to the cut plane.
As stated previously, we use the cut planes to limit the voxel-adding space so that we do
not add unnecessary voxels. However, in order to generate more efficient movement of the
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Figure 4.5: We choose the most significant voxel that has the largest distance to the cut plane
to add.
center of mass, we add another two lines to limit the voxel-adding space in the first stage.
As in Fig 4.7, we find the leftmost and rightmost endpoints of edges which correspond to
the cut planes of the support region and create two lines by connecting the center of mass
with these two endpoints separately, which generates a V-shaped area. Finally, we get the
voxel-adding space by combining the sides of the cut planes that contain the support region
and the V-shaped area. The voxel-adding space is the light blue area in Fig 4.7. For example,
in Fig 4.7, with the V-shape limitation, adding the series of green voxels in the light blue area
could move the center of mass along the green dotted lines. This generates more efficient
movement. However, if we add voxels outside the V-shape such as the purple voxels, the
movement might be like the purple dotted path which is inefficient.
Therefore, the balancing process is as follows:
• 1: We compute the support region and the original center of mass of the hollowed vox-
elized model.
• 2: According to the relative position of support region and center of mass, we estimate
whether the model is balanced. If it is balanced, we stop. Otherwise, we find the voxel-
adding space by computing the cut planes and the V-shaped area or the extended area.
• 3: We find the voxel with the largest composited distance to add and recompute the
center of mass and go to step2. However, if we do not find any voxels to add in this step,
then we go to step 4.
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Figure 4.6: We get the composed distance by combining the distances from the voxel and the
center of mass to all the cut planes
• 4: If the recent voxel-adding space is generated by the V-shaped area, we extend it as
shown in Fig 4.8 and go to step 2. We find the left and rightmost cut planes. Starting
from the center of mass, we draw two lines that are parallel to these planes to form the
extended area. It is also possible that there is only one cut plane, in which case we only
draw a line containing the center of mass that is parallel to this cut plane. In both cases,
the extended area is on the side that contains the support region. If the recent voxel-
adding space has already been extended, then we know that we have already added
all the possible voxels to balance the model and estimated that the model can not be
balanced, since if we add voxels outside the extended area, the center of mass can only
get farther away from the support region.
4.4 Step 3:Merging
After voxelization and balancing, the next step is to merge the voxels into larger bricks. We
use the randomized greedy merge algorithm [5] to merge the bricks with their neighbours
into the legal brick sets shown in Figure 4.9. In order to reduce the brick count and increase
connectivity, the algorithm merges bricks into larger bricks until no further merge is possible.
The idea of merging in this algorithm is actually inspired by the work of [4]. Their algorithm
is as follows [5]:
• 1: Choose a brick in the model at random.
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Figure 4.7: We get the voxel-adding space(light blue area) by considering the V-shape limi-
tation. We give an example of generating inefficient move path by adding voxels(in purple)
outside the V-shaped voxel-adding space. When we add voxels(in green) that are inside the
area, the center of mass would only move inside the V-shape.
• 2: Find the legal set of neighbours with which the brick can be merged.
• 3: Select the neighbour with the lowest cost value and merge.
• 4: Go to Step 2 until there are no more mergeable neighbours.
• 5: Go to Step 1 until no bricks can merge.
The legal set of bricks we use in Step 2 is shown in Figure 4.9. But arbitrary sets could
also work here if they have the same height. For Step 3, we prefer the neighbouring brick
that, when merged with the current brick, would create the most connections. Two bricks are
connected when they are on adjacent layers and have at least one knob overlapping. If two
merges have the same connections, we just choose one of them randomly. Figure 4.10 shows
one result of the algorithm for a 10× 10 grid(we do not show the upper and lower layers).
4.5 Step 4:Improving connections
As mentioned previously, we prefer to choose a construction with large connectivity so that
we can generate a constructable and structurally strong LEGO model. This means that the
more bricks are connected to each other, the structurally stronger it would be. In this way,
we use a graph where each brick is represented by a vertex and each connection between two
bricks is represented by an edge to represent the LEGO brick model[5]. With this mapping, we
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Figure 4.8: We get the extended voxel-adding space by generating planes that go through the
center of mass and are parallel to the leftmost and rightmost cut planes. This area must
contain the support region.
Figure 4.9: The set of legal LEGO bricks
can analyse the connections of a LEGO model by directly analysing its graph representation.
Figure 4.11 shows the example of the LEGO brick layouts and their corresponding graph
representations.
We can easily check whether the model is completely connected by observing the graph.
If the number of connected components in the graph is larger than expected, then we can
predict that some bricks in the LEGO model will fall off as they are not connected to the rest.
Since if two non-trivial subgraphs of size greater than 2 are only connected to each other by
one brick, the LEGO model can be broken easily, we define the brick that connects these two
subgraphs as a weak articulation point[5] or we call it a weak point. In Figure 4.12, we give
an example for weak points which are marked by red circles under our definition. If we find
disconnected components or weak points in the graph, we need to remove it to improve the
connections.
In [5], they tried to improve connectivity by changing the brick layout. They first split
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Figure 4.10: The result of merging for a 10× 10 grid
Figure 4.11: Two LEGO bricks layouts(left) and their corresponding graph representations
each of the bricks that were weak points or neighbouring a weak point into 1 × 1 bricks.
After that they ran the merge algorithm again but changed the cost function to a random
cost function. They preformed the split-and-merge process iteratively until the number of
the connected components and weak points no longer reduce. However, such a process
might not solve connection problems. It is possible that there are thin parts where weak
points can not be removed(such as the connection between the tail of a dog and its body), or
disconnected components for specific voxelizations. In these cases, we will need to change
the original model by adding extra bricks to generate a constructable and structurally strong
LEGO model. Since we can improve the structural strength of the model by adding as many
extra bricks as needed, we need to find a balance between improving connections and keeping
the original model. In this thesis, we will find a way that only needs to add necessary bricks
to solve the connection problems. In this way, the added volume for the LEGO model will be
as little as possible so that we can keep the original model as much as possible.
We will first run the split-and-merge algorithm. If there are still connection problems, we
use the following steps to solve them. We will connect disconnected components first and
then remove weak points.
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Figure 4.12: An example for weak points
(a) adjacent (b) diagonal (c) separate
Figure 4.13: The relative positions of bricks coming from different components at the same
layer. We use different color to represent different components.
4.5.1 Connect disconnected components
After getting the graph representation of the LEGO model, we calculate how many connected
components the LEGO model has after the merge step by directly checking how many con-
nected subgraphs the graph has. However, before we start to connect different components
together, we need to decide which components should be connected and which should be
left disconnected. In Figure 4.13, we show the possible relative positions of bricks coming
from different components on the same layer. We use different colors to represent different
components. In the case of Fig 4.13 a), we can see that these two bricks should belong to
the same connected component in the original 3D model whereas in Fig 4.13 b) and 4.13 c),
the two bricks may or may not belong to the same component. Therefore, in order to decide
whether two disconnected components should be connected, we check every pair of bricks
that each of them belongs to one component and they are on the same layer. If any such pair
of bricks is in the relative position of case 4.13 a) the two components should be connected,
otherwise they should not be connected.
We observe that disconnections usually occur when two components only touch each other
at a single layer. For example, in Fig 4.14, there are five different disconnected components(in
different colours). As we can see, the two components in green and in mauve only touch each
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other with bricks A and B. In other words, the disconnections usually appear at very thin
regions. Therefore, disconnections should not appear if there are enough voxels around the
Figure 4.14: There are five disconnected components(in different colours) in the figure. The
two components in green and in mauve only touch each other with bricks A and B.
part. Under this observation, we connect these disconnected components by adding extra
voxels around the disconnected thin parts. The solution is following, for each components:
• 1: Find bricks in which at least one of their neighbors belongs to other components and
record these bricks and their neighbors which belong to other components.
• 2: Add extra voxels above and below such bricks and their neighbors.
– 2.1: Find the connection direction according to the relative position of the brick and
its neighbor.
– 2.2: Add a "band" of voxels along the connection direction above and below the
brick and its neighbor.
• 3: Run the merge algorithm again.
We implement step 1 by searching all the neighbors for each brick and checking whether the
neighbor belongs to other components. For step 2.1, we set the connection direction to be
vertical or horizontal as in Fig 4.15 which is perpendicular to the direction of the adjacent
edges. For step 2.2, the width of the band depends on the number of adjacent voxels between
the brick and its neighbor. As we want to connect the brick and its neighbor, we need at least




Figure 4.15: The connect directions according to the relative positions
to keep the original model. Whether to add one or two voxels depends on the width of the
brick and its neighbor.In this way, the length of the band is at least two and at most four. In
Fig 4.16, we show some examples of the added voxels which are shadowed in purple. After
adding the extra voxels, we run the merge algorithm again and repeat this process until we
connect all the disconnected components.
Figure 4.16: The added voxels (in purple shadow) at different situations of the brick and its
neighbor
4.5.2 Remove weak points
As mentioned previously, the definition of a weak point is that: if two non-trivial subgraphs
of size greater than 2 are only connected to each other by one brick, we define the brick that
connects these two subgraphs as a weak point. According to this definition, we can predict
that if we delete the weak point at the model, we will generate at least two disconnected
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subgraphs. Therefore, in order to fix the weak point, we need to add new edges to connect
these subgraphs into one connected graph. As there are multiple possible ways to add an
edge to connect two subgraphs, we choose the way that adds the fewest number of voxels.
According to the mapping from the LEGO model to the graph representation, we know that
we can only get an edge between two bricks that are on adjacent layers. This means that if we
want to connect two bricks on layer Nand N +2, we will need to add a brick on layer N +1 to
connect these two bricks, which results in adding at least two edges in the graph. It indicates
that if we connect two bricks at different layers, the less the layer difference is, the fewer
the number of bricks we need to add between them. Although we need the fewest number
of voxels, not bricks; the fewer the bricks, the fewer the voxels. In this way, we first find a
solution to connect two vertices in different subgraphs with the lowest layer difference(which
is one), and then increase the difference until we find a solution.
As stated previously, two bricks are connected when they are on adjacent layers and have
at least have one knob overlapping. In this way, when we try to connect two bricks, we
consider connecting a pair of knobs where each knob come from different bricks. So the
solution can be described as: given two knobs, one on the Nth layer and another on the Mth
layer, where N < M , we start from the source knob at the Nth layer and add one brick at
layer N+1 where the brick must overlap with the source knob. Then, we add another brick at
layer N + 2 which must have at least one knob overlapping with the brick at layer N + 1, and
repeat this until layer M − 1, if the brick at layer M − 1 overlaps with the target knob on layer
M then it is a solution to connect the two knobs. We choose the solution that only needs to
add the fewest number of voxels. An implicit constraint is that we can only add bricks in a
space that is not occupied by the original existing bricks. In addition, in order to generate a
stronger model, we prefer the added bricks to be connected to the original model rather than
floating in the air. For example, we will prefer the solution of Fig 4.17a) over 4.17b).
In addition, in order to connect two bricks as well as possible, we extend the original brick
to other legal sizes of LEGO bricks so that we can try all the possible knobs to connect two
bricks. As there are multiple ways to extend a brick, every time we generate a new position
of a possible knob by extending the original brick, we will choose the extension that only
needs to add the fewest number of voxels. We also need to consider the constraints of space
limitation and tight connection when we extend the bricks. Fig 4.18 gives an example of
extending a brick. In order to ensure a tight connection, we allow at most one voxel to float
in the air as the last possible knob in Fig 4.18.
When we only consider the amount of voxels without the constraints of space limitation
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(a) connected tightly (b) floated on the air
Figure 4.17: Two different solutions of connecting a pair of knobs. The bricks in blue are the
added bricks. We choose the solution of a), because b) will weaken the model.
Figure 4.18: An example of extending a brick. We will extend the red brick and the grey
bricks which are the exist bricks. we get 6 possible knobs by extending the original red brick.
The yellow rectangle represents the position of the knob and the blue brick is the brick that
contains the knob and requires the fewest number of voxels.
and tight connection, we could get the optimal solutions directly in the following way:
• Firstly, We get the coordinates of the source knob and target knob in 3D space such as
(sx, sy, sl) and (tx, ty, tl) where sl < tl. The first two coordinates represent the x, y position
at each layer and the third coordinate represent the layer number. Our goal is to make
the end position of the last added brick to be (tx, ty, tl−1) while adding the fewest number
of voxels. In other words, we try to get closer to the position of (tx, ty) every time we add
a new brick. In addition, in order to add the fewest number of voxels, we only use the
bricks with sizes of 1×L where L is the legal length of bricks, which is 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 in
our implementation. For example, in Fig 4.19, when the start position is (0, 0) and end
position is (3, 1), we would need to add 8 voxels if we use a 2 × 4 brick while we would
only need 6 voxels if we add a 1× 4 brick and a 1× 2 brick. However, when we can only
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add one brick instead of two because of the limitation of level difference, we can not end
at the target position by adding a 1× L brick. We will fix this problem later.
Figure 4.19: Two ways to add new bricks
• Secondly, we set (sx, sy) to be our starting position (bx, by) of the brick-adding process
at level sl + 1. We choose a legal brick with a size of 1 × L and put it in a proper
direction so that the end position will get closer to (tx, ty). In other words, when the end
position is (ex, ey) which is equal to (bx + lx, by + ly) where the values of lx and ly depend
on the size and direction of the brick, we need the following conditions to be satisfied:
|ex − tx| ≤ |bx − tx|, |ey − ty| ≤ |by − ty|, (ex − tx)× (bx − tx) ≥ 0 and (ey − ty)× (by − ty) ≥ 0.
• Finally, we set the end position of the previous added brick to be the new starting
position of the brick-adding process on the next level and repeat this process until we
add a brick on level tl − 1. If the end position of the last added brick is (tx, ty, tl − 1) then
we have found an optimal solution.
We claim that we can get all the possible optimal solutions by using the method described
above and the number of added voxels will be |tx−sx|+ |ty−sy|+ |tl−sl|−1. We give an example
in 2D space where we only use one coordinate for the position of each layer and one for the
layer number. In Fig 4.20, the source position is (0, 0) and target position is (5, 3). As we can
see, it has 4 optimal solutions that connect the source knob and target knob in which the
number of added voxels is 7. We need to notice that 5 and 7 are not legal lengths of bricks.
As can be seen, the above process is recursive in structure. When given a pair of knobs
such that the source knob is (sx, sy, sl) and the target knob is (tx, ty, tl) where sl < tl and their
level difference is L1 = tl − sl, we first add a new brick with end position at (ex, ey, sl + 1) and
then recursively call the method to deal with the subproblem where the source knob becomes
(ex, ey, sl + 1) and the level difference becomes 1 smaller than the original L1. Finally, we
combine the newly added bricks and the solutions of subproblems together and choose the
optimal solution from all the possible combinations. However, we can also find subproblems
that share subsubproblems. If we were to directly use the above method, we would repeatedly
solve the common subsubproblems. Therefore, in order to improve efficiency, we will use
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Figure 4.20: An example of all the possible optimal solutions to connect a pair of knobs. The
grey bricks are the knobs to connect and the blue bricks are the added bricks. The number
of added voxels is 7.
dynamic-programming technique to solve the optimization problem. This means that we will
only solve every subsubproblem once and store its answer. In this way, we will not need to
recompute the answer every time when we encounter the subsubproblem. Therefore, starting
from the highest level tl − 1, we get the optimal solution from (px, py, tl − 1) to (tx, ty, tl) for all
the possible px, py where min(sx, tx) ≤ px ≤ max(sx, tx) and min(sy, ty) ≤ py ≤ max(sy, ty). And
when we compute the solution at next level below tl−2, we only need to compute the cost from
the starting position to all the positions above level tl − 1 and choose the optimal solution.
We repeat the process until level sl + 1. Finally, we get the optimal solution to connect the
source knob and target knob. For example, in Fig 4.21, we will compute optimal solutions
at all the possible positions and finally get the solution of connecting the source knob to the
target knob at the bottom-left position. We will record the number of added voxels if there are
any optimal solution or write -1 if there are no solution.
However, we still need to consider other constraints. For space limitation, we need to
ensure that the needed space is not occupied by an existing brick every time we put a new
brick in a certain position. In addition, in order to guarantee tight connection, we need to
ensure all the knobs of the newly added brick except the starting and ending position are
connected to existing bricks. If any newly added brick do not satisfy these two constraints we
will not choose this solution. Moreover, in order to encourage tight connection, we count the
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Figure 4.21: An example of the possible optimal solutions at all the position by using the dy-
namic programming technique. The positive number in each position represents the amount
of added voxels of the optimal solution and -1 represents no solution in this position. We
get the optimal solution of connecting the source knob to the target knob at the bottom-left
position which is 7.
number of existing knobs that are connected by the newly added bricks. For two solutions
in which the number of added voxels are the same, we will prefer the one with the larger
number of connected knobs. If there are still multiple optimal solutions in which the number
of added voxels and connected knobs are the same, we will choose one solution randomly as
our optimal solution.
Since we need to consider other constraints, we may not find a solution by using the above
algorithm. For example, in Fig 4.22a), because of the existence of original bricks we can not
get an optimal solution by using the above algorithm. However, if we were to add a new brick
on the layer above of the source knob in such a position that its end position is far away
enough from the target knob, we would be able to get pass the original bricks. Then, we
could reapply the above algorithm to the pair of knobs where the end position of the added
brick is the new source knob. In other words, we can extend the position of source knob by
adding a brick above the source knob so that we can cross the obstacle. For example, in Fig
4.22b). We can extend the position of the source knob until we get a solution or go to level
tl − 1.
Finally, if we still can not find a solution to connect a pair of knobs after all the above
processes, then we need to try other pairs of knobs until we find a solution to connect two
bricks.
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(a) Obstacle (b) Extend solution
Figure 4.22: At a), we show an example that could not generate the optimal solution because
of the existence of original bricks. At b), we extend the source knob by adding a brick above





In Fig 5.1, we provide an example of our algorithm for balancing models. Fig 5.1 a) gives the
voxelization result of the dinosaur model and the resolution is 32. However, the voxelization
model is not balanced. In Fig 5.1 d), the black polygon is the support region, the blue dot is
the projection of the original centre of mass onto the plane of support region and the blue line
is the projection line. As can be seen, the original centre of mass is outside of the support
region and it is unbalanced. We try to balance this model and get the result in Fig 5.1 d).
The red dot is the final projection of the centre of mass and it is inside the support region.
Fig 5.1 b) shows the original layout of the model at layer 18 and Fig 5.1 c) shows the result
after balancing and the blue voxels are the added voxels. Fig 5.2 gives another example
of balancing a three-overlaid-spheres model. For this example we voxelized the model in a
higher resolution of 64.
In Fig 5.3 and 5.4, we use our algorithm to balance these models after placing the models
in certain positions and build the actual model to show the correction of our algorithm. The
Fig 5.3 a) gives the original model of the example. Since the model would stand if we put it
in the position shown in the Fig 5.3 a), then in order to make use of our algorithm, we would
put the original model in the position shown in Fig 5.3 b) so that it is unbalanced. The Fig
5.3 c) gives the voxelization result of the bear model in this position at a resolution of 16. As
we can see, the base layer is quite small and only has two voxels. Fig 5.3 d) and Fig 5.3 e) give
the layouts of the model at layer 7 before and after balancing. Fig 5.3 f) shows the movement
of the centre of mass of the model. We built the actual model of the bear after optimization.
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Fig 5.3 g) shows the original result before balancing and Fig 5.3 h) shows the balanced model
which could stand without falling.
5.2 Improving connections Results
5.2.1 Connect disconnected components
In Fig 5.5, we show an example of connecting multiple components together. Fig 5.5 a) shows
the original disconnected components with different colours for each after we run the merge
algorithm. The figure shows that the disconnected components appear at the very thin part
and we can add extra voxels to connect them together. For example, in Fig 5.5 a), bricks A
and B are the neighbouring bricks of the green component and the purple component. We
would add extra voxels above and below A and B according to our algorithm as shown in
Fig 5.5 b). After we have added all the needed voxels(in blue) as shown in Fig 5.5 b), we run
the merge algorithm again and get a connected component as shown in Fig 5.5 c). Fig 5.5 d)
shows the graph for the connected component.
5.2.2 Remove weak points
In Fig 5.6 and Fig 5.7, we give examples of weak points removal. The weak points in both
examples are at the thin parts of the models where Fig 5.6 shows the tail part of a dog and
Fig 5.7 shows the tail part of a cat. In Fig 5.6 a), there are 7 weak points which are the red
bricks and we marked the nodes of weak points with the red circles at the corresponding
graph representation in Fig 5.6 c). Fig 5.6 b) shows the result of our algorithm where red
bricks are the original bricks and blue bricks are the newly added or extended bricks. From
our observation, a few weak points are at the adjacent layer and it is possible for us to remove
them with the same removal process. For example, the three weak points which are marked
by blue circles in Fig 5.6 d) can be removed simultaneously by connecting the two nodes that
are marked by the blue triangles. That removal process is quite efficient since we only need
to add one extra voxel to remove three weak points which are the bricks pointed by the blue
arrows in Fig 5.6 b). For another example, the four weak points marked by the yellow circles
are removed simultaneously by dealing with the nodes marked by yellow triangles which only
add eight voxels. In addition, we observe that the newly added bricks are connected tightly to
the original existing bricks. We also generate an efficient and tightly connected result in the
example shown in Fig 5.6.
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(a) Voxelization result
(b) Layout of layer 18 before balancing (c) Layout of layer 18 after balancing
(d) The relative position of centre of mass and support region before and after balancing
Figure 5.1: We give an example of balancing a dinosaur model. The resolution of a) is 32.
The blue voxels is the newly added voxels after balancing in c). In d), the black polygon is
the support region and the blue dot is the projection of the original centre of mass onto the




(b) Layout of layer 22 before balancing (c) Layout of layer 22 after balancing
(d) The relative position of centre of mass and support region before and after balancing
Figure 5.2: We give an example of balancing a three-overlaid-spheres model. The resolution
of a) is 64. The blue voxels is the newly added voxels after balancing in c). In d), the black
polygon is the support region and the blue dot is the projection of the original centre of mass
onto the plane of support region in gravity direction as in blue line and the red dot is the
result after balancing.
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(a) Digital model (b) Rotated model
(c) Voxelization result (d) Layer 7 before balance (e) Layer 7 after balance
(f) Movement of centre of mass (g) Original model (h) Balanced model
Figure 5.3: We give an example of balancing a bear model. The resolution of c) is 16. In order
to state the correctness of our algorithm, we build the actual LEGO model before and after
balancing.
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(a) Digital model (b) Rotated model
(c) Voxelization result (d) Layer 6 before balance (e) Layer 6 after balance
(f) Movement of centre of mass (g) Original model (h) Balanced model
Figure 5.4: We give an example of balancing a pig model. The resolution of c) is 16. In order
to state the correctness of our algorithm, we build the actual LEGO model before and after
balancing.
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(a) Original disconnected solution (b) Added voxels
(c) Fixed connected solution (d) Graph for c)
Figure 5.5: We give an example of connecting multiple components together. a) shows the
original disconnected solution which has 4 disconnected components where each has a dif-
ferent color. In b), the red voxels are the original existing voxels and the blue voxels are the
added voxels to connect different components. c) is our fixed connected solution after we have
added the needed voxels and rerun the merge algorithm. d) is the graph for the connected
solution.
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(a) Original solution (b) Fixed solution
(c) Graph for a)
(d) Graph for b)
Figure 5.6: We give an example of removing weak points. a) shows the original solution which
has 7 weak points(red bricks). c) shows the corresponding graph for the original solution and
the nodes marked by red circles are the weak points. b) is our solution to remove these weak
points. We could remove a few weak points which are in adjacent layers at the same time. As
shown in d), when we deal with the nodes marked by blue(yellow) triangles, we can remove
these weak points marked by blue(yellow) circles simultaneously.
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(a) Original solution (b) Fixed solution
(c) Graph for a)
(d) Graph for b)




In our balancing algorithm, we gave the same weight for all the voxels of the voxelized model
and computed the centre of mass by calculating the average coordinates of all the voxels.
However, when we built the actual LEGO model, the unit weight per voxel for each size of the
bricks were different. That meant that the actual centre of mass was different from what we
computed. In order to make sure that the actual LEGO model is actually balanced, we need
to compute the accurate centre of mass or give more tolerance for the balancing condition. As
every time when we ran the merge algorithm we would generate different results of building
a LEGO model, the actual centre of mass would also be different. This meant that we could
not calculate the actual centre of mass until we got the result. Since we would like to balance
the model no matter what the merge result was, we could solve the problem by giving more
tolerance for the balance condition rather than computing the accurate centre of mass.
As we tried to balance the model by only adding extra voxels inside the hollowed model
so that we could keep the appearance of original model, it was possible that there were not
enough potential voxels to add to make the model balance. We could try other methods to
balance the model such as changing the support region, adding struts or even adding other
material with different density inside the hollowed model.
During the balancing process, we treated all the bricks of the model as a whole and we
only considered placing the centre of mass inside the convex hull of the lowest layer. However,
since the force between bricks are limited, the actual LEGO model might collapse at the thin
regions. For example, in Fig 6.1, although the centre of mass is inside the support region
of the lowest layer, the model might still collapse at the thin leg part such as the 12th layer.
Since the centre of mass for all the bricks above that layer is outside the convex hull of the
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bricks on the 12th layer, the total weight of all these bricks might be large enough to cause
the model to break at the 12th layer. We wouldn’t know whether the model would fall down
at the thin part or not unless we built the actual LEGO model or preformed force and stress
analysis.
Figure 6.1: Although the centre of mass of the bird is inside the support region, it might
break at the thin leg part.
The process of improving connections was one way to improve the strength of the model at
the necessary parts. Since we only analysed the structure of the LEGO model in graph rep-
resentation and ignored the actual size of the bricks and the actual force and stress between




In this thesis, we have described a method to automatically generate the LEGO model from
a given 3D digital model. The basic idea is to merge all the voxels of the voxelized model
into larger LEGO bricks. We focus on improving the structural strength of the LEGO model.
The first thing we do is to balance the model by adding necessary extra voxels inside the
voxelized and hollowed model. In addition, we improve the connections by using a graph to
represent the actual connections between bricks and analysing these structures to find the
badly connected parts and then repairing them by adding extra bricks.
For the future work, we can take three different aspects into account. We could use
other methods to balance the model such as changing the support region, adding struts or
even adding other material with different density inside the hollowed model. We could also
consider improving the structure strength by analysing the force and stress between bricks.
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